ATECO Engine & Dyno Shop Illinois, Inc.

Full Job Description

**Machinist in Automotive Engine Manufacturing**

ATECO is looking for an experienced machinist with automotive and high-performance interests. We can service nearly every make and model in the automotive industry, as well as the performance marine industry. With ATECO being a full-service machine shop, all operations are done in house on our complete array of precision machines. ATECO is fully equipped for refurbishing and creating any part of an engine for nearly every application.

Responsibilities are, but not limited to:

- Operating machinery such as cylinder boring bar and hone machine, main align hone machine, deck mill, etc.
- Maintain consistency in precision of machine work, with strong attention to detail and tolerances
- Ability to completely disassemble and rebuild cylinder heads and engines
- Perform routine maintenance of various machines
- Ability to communicate effectively and work well with others.

ATECO Engine and Dyno Shop has been serving the Northern Illinois region for more than 50 years with exceptional, wide-ranging service with 100-plus combined years of experience in making every machine run at peak performance. ATECO serves many forms of engine and machining needs; from rebuilding production automotive engines to fully custom, high horsepower forced induction race-boat applications not just for the Chicagoland area but across the country, the Caribbean and Europe.

Qualifications:

- Automotive and/or marine repair experience/training
- Fabrication or welding experience
- Previous work experience in machining or CNC
- Knowledge in operating mill machines & CNC
- Ability and experience reading micrometers and indicators
- Work in collaboration with others and have a willingness to learn
- Maintain clean work area and machines
- Pro-active attitude and work ethics
- Adherence to Attendance and Tardiness requirements
Position

- Full Time

Pay:

- $20.00 - $30.00 per hour

Benefits:

- Employee discount
- Flexible schedule
- Paid time off
- Tuition reimbursement

Schedule:

- 8 hour shift
- Day shift
- Monday to Friday
- Overtime
- Weekend availability

Supplemental Pay:

- Bonus pay

Experience:

- Machining: 1 year (Preferred

---

**Hiring Insights**

Hiring 2 candidates for this role

Interested candidates are invited to call us at 847-623-2737 or drop by our shop to complete an application at:

ATECO Engine & Dyno Shop Illinois, Inc.

27840 W. Concrete Drive

Ingleside, IL 60041